
PREFACE

The onept of long-range model-based preditive ontrol has reently been aknowl-

edged as a signi�ant and useful approah to adaptive ontrol design. The famous

Minimum-Variane (MV) ontroller of

�

Aström and Wittenmark as well as some ex-

tensions like the Generalized Minimum-Variane (GMV) approah by Peterka and

by Clarke and Gawthrop, or the Generalized Pole-Plaement (GPP) by Leli£ and

Zarrop represent ertain original designs founded on the idea of the Emulator-Based

Control (EBC). Fundamental relations between the EBC and the Internal Model

Control (IMC) priniple were established by Morari and Za�riou, and investigated

by Gawthrop et al. What is interesting, yet at most early stages of the theoretial

development of the preditive modus operandi of Rihalet, large manufaturing om-

panies, permanently hunting for pro�table industry ontrol tatis, instantly adopted

this easy-to-understand sheme. In partiular, the Generalized Preditive Control

(GPC) proposed by Clarke et al. as a disrete-time parametri polynomial-based de-

sign methodology taking advantage of a long horizon quadrati ost funtion has

attrated a widely alaimed interest, whih is due to its general pratiability as

ompared to other strategies. The GPC design approah, in whih rational models

of the ontrolled plant are used in an `indiret' manner, is free from some key hin-

dranes restriting the area of appliability of other ontrol algorithms (as it is, for

instane, in the ase of the basi IMC method `diretly' employing a omplete model

of the plant that su�ers from the limitation to stable plants). What is more, nomi-

nal guaranteed stability of preditive algorithms an be obtained by imposing input

and output onstraints that results in monotonially non-inreasing reeding-horizon

osts.

The widespread interests as well as a plain gusto for tasting new trends in the pre-

ditive methodology entirely justify speial attention paid nowadays to this approah

by many ontrol-systems related meetings and publiations. One of suh oasions

took plae during the Fourth International Symposium on Methods and Models in

Automation and Robotis MMAR, held in Mi�dzyzdroje on the Balti Coast in the

north part of Poland in August 1997. After the invited session on Preditive Meth-

ods for Adaptive Control PMAC organized by myself, I had a fruitful onversation

with Professor Józef Korbiz about urrent diretions in the development of auto-

mati ontrol, inluding `lassial' and `soft omputing' tehniques. This disourse

onluded with a proposal to ompile up-to-date papers devoted to preditive ontrol

that ould make a speial issue of the International Journal of Applied Mathematis

and Computer Siene.

Several symposium proposals and many other o�ers, reeived by inviting ative

researhers from all of the world as well as gathered in response to a general all for



the PMAC papers, underwent a multiple and thorough reviewing proess. Due to a

limited spae of a single edition, only half of the submissions ould be aepted for

printing. Consequently, a bit more than one year later, I have the pleasure of �nalizing

the publiation idea and o�ering the Reader the speial issue of AMCS, entitled

Preditive Methods for Adaptive Control and omprising an interesting olletion of

�ne papers seleted in the ourse of a `hard onstrained polyoptimization' proedure.

In the �rst paper, Magni, De Niolao and Sattolini disuss a number of ritial

SISO design issues, inluding nominal and robust stability, nominal and robust per-

formane, as well as the interplay between ontroller design and model identi�ation.

The stability issues are takled with the use of the onstrained reeding-horizon pre-

ditive ontrol and the frequeny output weighting polynomial, respetively. Whereas

the performane topis are addressed in a two-step design proedure exploiting the

two-degrees-of-freedom ontrol struture. Based on the above and a model unertainty

estimation sheme, an iterative model-identi�ation and ontroller-design proedure

are presented.

Nikolaou and Eker ontest the basi idea behind the adaptive ontrol paradigm

omposed of FIR-model-based preditive ontrol and identi�ation. Consequently,

they propose two (stationary and nonstationary) adaptive variants using output on-

straints instead of the output setpoint traking priniple. Namely, proess outputs

are freed to move away from setpoints, as long as they remain within spei�ed limits,

while proess inputs are fored to exite the proess as muh as possible, for the gener-

ation of persistent exitation in losed loop (to gain maximum parameter-estimation

information).

The lak of tuning rules is often seen as a drawbak of both GPC and CGPC.

In partiular, the interplay between the design parameters and the stability and per-

formane indies has not yet been satisfatory explained. Taking this into aount,

Kowalzuk and Suhomski onsider the ontinuous-time generalized preditive ontrol

and present an analytial stable ontrol design proedure for both minimum-phase

and non minimum-phase SISO systems that is based on a set of losed-loop prototype

harateristis with de�nite time-domain spei�ations. Their work also attempts to

�ll the above stated gap by giving a losed-form proedure that assures both nominal

stability and nominal performane requirements at the same time. It thus shows a

diret way of guaranteeing stability and an indiret way of assuring a limited ontrol

signal as opposed to the onstrained reeding-horizon ontrol oneption.

Van den Boom and De Vries address the state-spae problem of robust preditive

ontrol with signal onstraints handling, where robust stability is ahieved via on-line

seletion of a time-varying Youla parameter. With known stability and feasibility

results, a feedforward part of the ontroller is tuned for optimal signal traking by

using nominal plant model in an unperturbed ase. A feedbak division of the on-

troller is implemented by the Youla parameter, whih is, at every sample time in a

reeding horizon setting, optimized to rejet state disturbanes and the e�ets due

to model unertainty, and whih beomes time varying by handling signal inequality

onstrains. Based on the small-gain theorem, bounds on this parameter give robust

stability against 1-norm bounded model error.



Delerq and De Keyser argue appliability of simpli�ed nonlinear state-spae

preditors, whih, without resorting to Diophantine equations, an be built with

the aid of blak or white box modelling onepts. In suh a preditor, a nonlin-

ear arhetype is utilized to alulate a `free' plant response, while an inremental

linearized model is used to alulate a `fored' response. Instead of linearizing the

model around a ertain state of the proess, or near the urrent state of it, the system

is linearized about the predited `free' trajetory of the proess. This strategy an be

interpreted as a (single- or) multi-iteration (Levenberg-Marquardt) proedure for solv-

ing the nonlinear non-onvex onstrained optimization problem using gradient-based

minimization tehniques.

Bªahuta talks about a state-spae solution to a preditive ontrol problem, ob-

tained by using a reeding-horizon quadrati performane index and an innovation-

type expliit-delay state-spae proess realization. The proposed detailed twofold

solution refers to an optimal ontroller gain linked with an assoiated LQG ontrol

design and an optimal Kalman �lter (KF) gain of the omplementary state estimation

task. The resulting two Riati equations, onerning both the LQ and KF problems,

an, under ertain stationarity and rank assumptions, be replaed by omputationally

more e�ient (fast) Chandrasekhar equations, known from the �ltering ontext.

Haber, Bars, and Lengyel debate using preditive ontrol for nonlinear dynamial

plants of SISO type. By taking a quadrati ost funtion with the output signal in

future points beyond the dead time, they develop extended horizon (one-step-ahead

and long-range) suboptimal preditive ontrol algorithms for noise-free parametri

Volterra models with quadrati-polynomial steady-state harateristis (and linear

in the parameters). Even if the models have no separate linear dynamial part, by

assuming a onstant value of the ontrol signal, or its inrement, within the ontrol

horizon and by predition based on a basi Diophantine equation the optimization

problem is redued to a one-dimensional minimization task, where the optimal urrent

ontrol inrement is omputed by a suitable roots-handling proedure.

Oliveira, Amaral, and Favier have a onferene on the indiret-adaptive reeding-

horizon-preditive ontrol methodology for disrete-time stable proesses with

(Lebesgue) impulse responses (that an also be extended with integral ation), based

on their unstrutured trunated representations. An overview of both the modelling

oneption of orthonormal basis funtions, inluding Laguerre and Kautz funtions,

and the signal-onstrained preditive ontrol using the 2-norm (quadrati, with ontrol

weighting) and the in�nite-norm (of output-predition-error) ost funtions, based on

these orthonormal series funtions and an approximate plant time onstant, is pre-

sented. In suh a way, fewer parameters are identi�ed than in the ase of impulse

response models, and both the plant order and time delay do not need to be known

exatly.

Yoon, Yang, Lee, and Kwon deal with a di�ult problem of designing a high

performane ontrol system for a destillation olumn, haraterized by an involved

multivariable nonlinear dynamis. They onsider an adaptive ontrol sheme om-

posed of a multivariable reeding-horizon preditive ontroller using suitable transfer

funtion models and a reursive least-squares adaptive parameter estimator with o-



variane regularization. Even for unertain nonlinear plant harateristis, with only

few tuning parameters a onsistent multivariable losed-loop system performane an

be obtained.

Hilgert and Vila deliberate predition of ontrolled autoregressive proesses with

additive white Gaussian noise and random oe�ients adjusted to an observation

proess. They extend the optimal Kalman �lter result for onditionally Gaussian

systems with random matrix oe�ients to a k-step ahead predition, under almost

sure �niteness assumptions and measurability assumptions for these oe�ients. This

approah to proess modelling and optimal standard Kalman �ltering an be applied

to nonlinear systems, in plae of the approximate and omputationally more omplex

extended Kalman proedure, whih is based on impliit linearisation.

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to all the authors, who submitted

their works to this speial issue, for their ooperation, and to the 44 referees of all the

75 prime professionals, who have been alled in, for their inestimable help, readiness

and promptness in evaluating these papers. I am also grateful to the organizers of

the MMAR'97 Symposium, in partiular, to Z. Emirsajªow, S. Ba«ka, and S. Domek,

for stimulating my hosting the PMAC invited session. Exeptional thanks are due

to Prof. J. Korbiz for inviting me to guest-edit this speial issue, as well as for his

enthusiasm for this publiation idea and partiipation in the �nal editing management.
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